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Bugaia® was born out of a desire to explore the past, to revive 

its styles and use of beautiful materials, while endeavouring 

to uphold our principles and an ethical approach.

Art meets unbridled creativity and an eye for beautiful 

containers to create a whole new sensory experience. 

A PRESENTATION OF BUGAIA

A WORLD OF FRAGRANCES

IN FULL  
CONFIDENCE 



Bugaia® is above all a family affair, an adventure born out of a shared passion for interior 

decoration and the world of perfume. It tells the story of how my father and I work together 

to imagine subtle and intense fragrances, each with their own, unique identity.

In addition to our family’s passion for perfumery, we can count on the expertise of our 

perfumer in the French town of Grasse and his team with whom we work hand in hand to 

make our ideas a reality. 

Our aim is to showcase traditional French know-how and transport you to a world where 

interiors are synonymous with elegance. 

So how would we describe the Bugaia® style? Art Deco meets deliciously retro motifs.

Romane et  Jérôme 

A WORLD OF FRAGRANCES

A FAMILY  
AFFAIR
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Bugaia® focuses on aesthetic appeal without abandoning its ethical com-

mitments, thereby proving that luxury and responsible consumerism can go 

hand in hand. By calling on traditional French expertise, Bugaia® has chosen 

to ground its values in excellence, from the design of its containers to the 

production of their content.

- We have replaced plastic by glass, turning this material into an object of 

desire;

- Our packaging uses F.S.C-certified paper to reduce its environmental im-

pact;

- Our formulas are composed of natural ingredients as far as possible, but 

not to the detriment of fragrance diffusion;

- Wax - mainly of natural origin – ensures fragrance is diffused all around the 

room. 

An essential and self-evident ode to the planet, by borrowing her name,  

Bugaia® pays tribute to Mother Earth in the most beautiful of ways.

A WORLD OF FRAGRANCES

BU-GAIA-
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A PERFUME IS NOT ELEGANT  A PERFUME IS NOT ELEGANT  

BECAUSE IT IS DIFFERENT, BUT  BECAUSE IT IS DIFFERENT, BUT  

BECAUSE IT IS MEMORABLE.BECAUSE IT IS MEMORABLE.
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Our collections are like a journey to a distant land during which our 

essential creations are revealed one after another:

Fragranced Candles, Interior Fragrances, Fabric Mist and Hand Wash.

Discover five scents inspired by famous names from the 

Roaring Twenties : 

THE COLLECTIONS

INTERIOR FRAGRANCES

ISADORA, TAMARA, ZELDA, AVA, RITA AND ELSA. 



FIRE



TAMARA

If the most voluptuous of odalisques had a perfume, it would, without a shadow 

of a doubt, have had notes of amber. 

Warm, suave and sensual Tamara weaves together the threads of a painter’s 

dream to subtly interpret a palette of accords, a line, a shadow and 

a style: Lempicka. 

Like a spellbinding painting, this fragrance is ideal for indefinable, 

 elusive individuals.

A FRAGRANCED CANDLE  
POURED INTO A TINTED GLASS  

WITH A PEWTER LABEL.

Top notes : saffron, cardamom, orange.
Heart notes : rose, guaiac wood, cedarwood, jasmine.

Base notes : patchouli, musk, sandalwood, oud wood, vanilla.  

VEGETABLE WAX
Available in : 290g 

Burn time : 50-55 hours
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ZELDA

The night may be tender, but it can also be lavish.

At the start of the 20th century, this muse to the greatest novelist of the 

Roaring Twenties played host to the crème de la crème in her villa with a view.

In the shade of her garden in bloom, poets and artists would rush to come and 

contemplate this magnificent creature. 

Arising after a party, the fragrant folds of her dress catch the azure light of 

morning to captivating effect

A FRAGRANCED CANDLE  
POURED INTO A TINTED GLASS  

WITH A PEWTER LABEL.

Top notes : bergamot, rose.
Heart notes : amber, sandalwood. 

Base notes : oakmoss, cedarwood, patchouli.  

VEGETABLE WAX
Available in : 290g 

Burn time : 50-55 hours
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ISADORA

Paris, city of the avant-garde, was where the myth of free dance legend Isadora 

Duncan was forged.

Like a gentle, wood-scented cloud which is - just as its name suggests, - 

both tender and intense, bold and mysterious, this candle leaves a trace of its 

presence through time and space.

A FRAGRANCED CANDLE  
POURED INTO A TINTED GLASS  

WITH A PEWTER LABEL.

Top notes : bergamot, cloves.
Heart notes : ambergris, cinnamon, vanilla.

Base notes : guaiac wood, sandalwood, patchouli, musk.  

VEGETABLE WAX
Available in : 290g 

Burn time : 50-55 hours
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RITA

An irresistible alliance of leather and spice in a fragrance that is delicate and 

yet full-bodied.

As memorable as the Hollywood legend who inspired its fragrance, the Rita 

candle reveals the glamour of your interior.

A FRAGRANCED CANDLE  
POURED INTO A TINTED GLASS  

WITH A PEWTER LABEL.

Top notes : raspberry, cardamom.
Heart notes : leather, jasmine, iris.

Base notes : mousse, amber, patchouli, cedarwood.  

VEGETABLE WAX
Available in : 290g 

Burn time : 50-55 hours
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ELSA

Just like the memorable Elsa Schiaparelli after whom it is named, this scented 

candle with a tangy fragrance has no qualms about drawing attention to itself.

Its harmonious citrus accord brings a fresh note to your interior, while evoking 

exquisite memories of holidays in Italy.

A FRAGRANCED CANDLE  
POURED INTO A TINTED GLASS  

WITH A PEWTER LABEL.

Top notes : lime, mandarin, bergamot.
Heart notes : basil, lilac, iris, thyme. 

Base notes : patchouli, vetiver.  

VEGETABLE WAX
Available in : 290g 

Burn time : 50-55 hours
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AVA

One of the greats, just like its namesake the spellbinding Ava Gardner, the 

iconic and provocative figure who set Hollywood alight in the 1950s.

Vanilla subtly combines with essences of saffron and flirts with woody 

bergamot in the beautiful glass of this hypnotic and sensual scent made up of 

floral and oriental notes.

Fragrant clouds emanate from its three wicks to conjure up the presence 

of “The Barefoot Contessa”, who was considered one of the most beautiful 

women in the world. 

A FRAGRANCED CANDLE  
POURED INTO A TINTED GLASS  

WITH A PEWTER LABEL.

Top notes : bergamot, peach.
Heart notes : saffron, incense, rose.

Base notes : vanilla, cedarwood, cashmeran™.  

VEGETABLE WAX
Available in : 290g 

Burn time : 50-55 hours
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AVA
A FRAGRANCED CANDLE IN A LOVELY 

SILK-SCREEN PRINTED,  
MOUTH BLOWN GLASS

One of the greats, just like its namesake the spellbinding Ava Gardner, the 

iconic and provocative figure who set Hollywood alight in the 1950s.

Vanilla subtly combines with essences of saffron and flirts with woody 

bergamot in the beautiful glass of this hypnotic and sensual scent made up of 

floral and oriental notes.

Fragrant clouds emanate from its three wicks to conjure up the presence 

of “The Barefoot Contessa”, who was considered one of the most beautiful 

women in the world. 

Top notes : bergamot, peach.
Heart notes : saffron, incense, rose.

Base notes : vanilla, cedarwood, cashmeran™.  

VEGETABLE WAX
Available in : 1kg 

Burn time : 150 hours
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ISADORA
A FRAGRANCED CANDLE IN A LOVELY 

SILK-SCREEN PRINTED,  
MOUTH BLOWN GLASS

VEGETABLE WAX
Available in : 1kg 

Burn time : 150 hours

The large Isadora fragranced candle with its intense sillage evokes the refined 

beauty of a woody fragrance. 

Evocative of elegance and finesse, it envelops your interior in an atmosphere 

of sheer luxury.

Top notes : bergamot, cloves.
Heart notes : ambergris, cinnamon, vanilla.

Base notes : guaiac wood, sandalwood, patchouli, musk.  
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RITA
A FRAGRANCED CANDLE IN A LOVELY 

SILK-SCREEN PRINTED,  
MOUTH BLOWN GLASS

VEGETABLE WAX
Available in : 1kg 

Burn time : 150 hours

With its notes of leather and spice, Rita embodies the glamour of the 1940s. 

In a swirl of delicious and sensual fragrances, this large fragranced candle 

transforms your interior into a film set. 

Top notes : raspberry, cardamom.
Heart notes : leather, jasmine, iris.

Base notes : mousse, amber, patchouli, cedarwood.  
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A TRIO OF CANDLES

The perfect union of woody, spicy and oriental fragrances in a gift set 

containing three mini fragranced candles.

A small format for three intense and different atmospheres.

Ava
Rita

Isadora

TRIO OF MINI FRAGRANCED CANDLES  
IN A GIFT SET 

VEGETABLE WAX
Available in : 90g (per candle)

Burn time : 18 hours each.
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AIR



ISADORA

Dancing barefoot, Isadora Duncan evokes freedom as she celebrates the 

natural things in life, rebelliously refusing to be constrained.

Like an ethereal veil, its woody fragrance swirls through the air to create a 

sublime atmosphere of great delicacy.

The Isadora diffuser with its discreet pewter label is the perfect addition to 

your interior

DIFFUSER

Available in : 200ML

Top notes : bergamot, cloves.
Heart notes : ambergris, cinnamon, vanilla.

Base notes : guaiac wood, sandalwood, patchouli, musk.  
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AVA

Available in : 200ML

DIFFUSER

The fruit of an astonishing encounter between oriental and floral notes, the 

Ava diffuser envelops your interior in its sensual fragrance all day long. 

As unforgettable as the bewitching Ava Gardner herself, every moment in its 

presence is a fragrant delight.

Top notes : bergamot, peach.
Heart notes : saffron, incense, rose.

Base notes : vanilla, cedarwood, cashmeran™.  
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RITA

Like the so-called “goddess of love” Rita Hayworth herself, you’ll either love 

this diffuser or you won’t.

Its reed diffusers placed in a sophisticated flacon release a palette of 

fragrances in which notes of leather and spice combine giving rise to a 

captivating atmosphere.

Top notes : raspberry, cardamom.
Heart notes : leather, jasmine, iris.

Base notes : mousse, amber, patchouli, cedarwood.  

Available in : 200ML

DIFFUSER
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ZELDA

The night may be tender, but it can also be lavish.

At the start of the 20th century, this muse to the greatest novelist of the 

Roaring Twenties played host to the crème de la crème in her villa with a view.

In the shade of her garden in bloom, poets and artists would rush to come and 

contemplate this magnificent creature. 

Arising after a party, the fragrant folds of her dress catch the azure light of 

morning to captivating effect.

INTERIOR FRAGRANCE

ORGANIC ALCOHOL

Top notes : bergamot, rose.
Heart notes : amber, sandalwood. 

Base notes : oakmoss, cedarwood, patchouli.  

Available in : 100 ml
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TAMARA

If the most voluptuous of odalisques had a perfume, it would, without a shadow 

of a doubt, have had notes of amber. 

Warm, suave and sensual Tamara weaves together the threads of a painter’s 

dream to subtly interpret a palette of accords, a line, a shadow and a  

style: Lempicka. 

Like a spellbinding painting, this fragrance is ideal for indefinable, 

elusive individuals.

INTERIOR FRAGRANCE

ORGANIC ALCOHOL
Available in : 100 ml

Top notes : saffron, cardamom, orange.
Heart notes : rose, guaiac wood, cedarwood, jasmine.

Base notes : patchouli, musk, sandalwood, oud wood, vanilla.  
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ISADORA
INTERIOR FRAGRANCE

ORGANIC ALCOHOL
Available in : 100 ml

The intense sillage of Isadora revisits conventional elegance.

Its woody fragrance opens with comforting top notes of bergamot, which 

draw you into a warm heart of ambergris and cinnamon. 

Based on a foundation of guaiac wood base notes, its fragrances are delicately 

diffused around your rooms, filling them with a sophisticated, woody aroma.

Top notes : bergamot, cloves.
Heart notes : ambergris, cinnamon, vanilla.

Base notes : guaiac wood, sandalwood, patchouli, musk.  
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ELSA

Unexpected notes blend together to enhance fragrant bergamot, a precious 

citrus fruit that is combined here with the strong scents of iris and patchouli. 

Like Elsa Schiaparelli, the iconoclastic fashion designer who epitomised a 

period that saw the birth of the century’s essential styles, this fabric mist is as 

inspirational as her fashions and as memorable as her magical name. 

Elsa fabric mist invents a form of fashion in which perfume and fabric are 

inseparable.

FABRIC MIST

ALCOHOL FREE 
Available in : 100 ml

Top notes : lime, mandarin, bergamot.
Heart notes : basil, lilac, iris, thyme. 

Base notes : patchouli, vetiver.  
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L’EAU



ZELDA

Hungarian doctor Ignaz Philipp Semmelweis was the first to speak of 

the benefits of hand washing: now a deliberate and daily ritual, it remains 

nevertheless a gesture of great beauty.

Within this glass flacon is a soft hand wash, whose floral notes evoke the 

chypre family of perfumes.

HAND WASH 

Available in : 250 ml

Top notes : bergamot, rose.
Heart notes : amber, sandalwood. 

Base notes : oakmoss, cedarwood, patchouli.  
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ZELDA

Hungarian doctor Ignaz Philipp Semmelweis was the first to speak of 

the benefits of hand washing: now a deliberate and daily ritual, it remains 

nevertheless a gesture of great beauty.

Within this glass flacon is a soft hand wash, whose floral notes evoke the 

chypre family of perfumes.

HAND WASH  
REFILL

Top notes : bergamot, rose.
Heart notes : amber, sandalwood. 

Base notes : oakmoss, cedarwood, patchouli.  

Available in : 250 ml
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Minimum order:

Terms of payment:

Dispatch: :  

Returns and exchanges: 

450€

Orders must be paid 3 days after receipt of the pro forma invoice.

Depending on availability, orders are usually dispatched 3 days after payment. 

Prices include delivery. 

If you are not entirely satisfied with your order, please send an e-mail to our 

offices no later than 10 days after receiving your goods: contact@bugaia.fr. 

Please note that international orders are final sale and cannot be returned. All 

returns must be unopened, unused and in their original packaging. A refund 

will be issued after receipt of the goods. Shipping costs are not refunded. By 

placing an order, you agree to these terms and conditions.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF SALE 
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